Tour Name
Hoi An tour

Tour City
Hoi An

Tour Snapshot
Highlights

Our immersion into local life continues as we make our way to Mong Bridge for a unique view of a intersection of life in Saigon:
watching the flow of the river at sunset, the stream of traffic at rush hour, and the juxtaposition of historical periods played out in
the architecture. Cool, relaxing, and perhaps even romantic, it’s here that we’ll indulge in what just might be the most famous of
Saigon’s street food: banh mi! This really is classic Saigon, so eat it up – it doesn’t get much better than this!
Schedule details
Duration:235
Meeting point:

Don’t be fooled by its name – the forty year old ‘Old Market’ isn’t home to antiques. Instead, it’s full of food! Dozens of
street vendors tempt locals with beloved local favourites like fresh spring rolls, green papaya salad, and Vietnamese
savoury steamed rice cakes, just to name a few. Here, we’ll sample some authentic local appetizers, inhaling the spicy
flavours of the street stalls, and watch as local life unfolds before your eyes in the heart of Saigon.

Starting time: 10.00 AM-10.05 AM
Ending point:

Our immersion into local life continues as we make our way to Mong Bridge for a unique view of a intersection of life in
Saigon: watching the flow of the river at sunset, the stream of traffic at rush hour, and the juxtaposition of historical
periods played out in the architecture. Cool, relaxing, and perhaps even romantic, it’s here that we’ll indulge in what just
might be the most famous of Saigon’s street food: banh mi! This really is classic Saigon, so eat it up – it doesn’t get
much better than this!

Full Itinerary
Don’t be fooled by its name – the forty year old ‘Old Market’ isn’t home to antiques. Instead, it’s full of food! Dozens of street
vendors tempt locals with beloved local favourites like fresh spring rolls, green papaya salad, and Vietnamese savoury steamed
rice cakes, just to name a few. Here, we’ll sample some authentic local appetizers, inhaling the spicy flavours of the street stalls,
and watch as local life unfolds before your eyes in the heart of Saigon.

Our immersion into local life continues as we make our way to Mong Bridge for a unique view of a intersection of life in Saigon:
watching the flow of the river at sunset, the stream of traffic at rush hour, and the juxtaposition of historical periods played out in
the architecture. Cool, relaxing, and perhaps even romantic, it’s here that we’ll indulge in what just might be the most famous of
Saigon’s street food: banh mi! This really is classic Saigon, so eat it up – it doesn’t get much better than this!
Additional information
Local contact
Office phone number: +84902989098

Email address: info@hnoiurbanadventures.com

